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While you may believe your product is the best thing to happen to humanity since sliced bread 
for making avocado toast, convincing others of that fact is about as easy as burning off that 
surprisingly caloric avocado toast. How do you explain the vast, problem-solving benefits of your 
thingamajig in just a few sentences? How do you get your audience excited about something 
they can’t experience firsthand yet? And how do you do it without sounding like a shady used car 
salesman?

Unfortunately, for PR professionals, pitching is an essential part of the job. This e-book aims to help 
you understand the pitching process from the media’s perspective, so you can not only create 
product pitches that journalists (and reality TV judges) actually want to hear, but also build and 
foster relationships with those people for even more earned media down the line.

So You Think You Can Pitch?
Anyone who’s ever seen “Shark Tank” understands: Pitching a product isn’t easy. Or 
fun. Or, at times, particularly ego-boosting.
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Must-Haves for Your Product Pitch, According 
to the People Receiving Them
The first step of putting together a powerful product pitch is understanding what, 
exactly, makes a good product pitch. For Cision’s 2021 State of the Media report, 
a survey of over 2,700 journalists, we asked them what a product pitch needs to 
include for them to even consider covering it. Here are their answers.  

Include imagery: 
41% percent of journalists want to see photos or videos of the product 
you are pitching. 
 
Pro tip: Think before you send photos as attachments. Include a 
link within the body of your email or press release instead, which 
cuts the chance for technical issues that could land your email in 
the spam folder.

31%

41%

Give sufficient lead time: 
Two weeks’ notice is the ideal lead time for product stories, according 
to 31% of journalists. (If it’s easier to remember this tip by thinking of the 
Sandra Bullock rom-com, "Two Weeks Notice," go ahead. Just don’t confuse 
it with her other timeline-centric movie, "28 Days.")  

Pro tip: Request an editorial calendar through the advertising 
department of the publications you're eyeing to get a look at what 
stories will be covered for the year ahead.

34%

Talk numbers: 
34% of journalists want data showing trends that support the need for 
your product.  

Pro tip: Start by asking, “What problem is this product solving?” 
and craft your pitch from there. Make it clear why audiences should 
care, and try to connect it to a broader trend or news story. The more 
relevant the pitch, the more likely journalists are to want to cover it.
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Offer a demo:
29% of journalists are unlikely to cover a product they can’t test 
or try out first. As one State of the Media respondent put it: “Why 
would I cover something I haven’t tried?” 

Pro tip: Sending samples can go a long way in getting 
journalists’ attention — and coverage; however, samples are 
only as good as their pertinance. Before sending, consider 
whether the intended recipient’s audience would actually get 
use out of it. (You might just save yourself some postage.) 

29%

Offer up an interview: 
Including quotes in your pitch is good, but providing interviews is even 
better. 1 in 4 journalists want to speak with a client or a user of the 
product. Journalists also say they want an interview with your CEO (or 
other member of the C-suite) or an analyst who knows the product. 
 
Pro tip: If you offer an interview, be sure you can deliver. Failing to 
respond to journalists or disappearing on them when they request an 
interview can land you permanently in their junk folder.  

Give them the VIP treatment:  
17% of journalists want an exclusive on the product you’re asking 
them to cover. (And really, who doesn’t want to feel special?) 
 
Pro tip: Again, if you promise an exclusive, be ready to deliver. 
You might not get a second chance otherwise.

17%
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Anatomy of a (Nearly Perfect) Press Release
We asked journalists about the most useful content they get from brands, and 
the content they want most from PR pros. The top answer to both questions, 
overwhelmingly, was “press releases.” A well-crafted press release is the perfect 
complement to any pitch. Use this infographic as a guide.

Cision Creates World’s Greatest Press Release Using Decades of Data

The global software and intelligence firm follows a strong headline with a subheadline
to give more context

Chicago, IL – June 1, 2021 – In an industr rst, marketing and communications professionals all over
the wor ave a gold standard by which to model their press releases. Cision, a leading global
provider of software and intelligence for marketing communications professionals, announced today
that they have created the world’ rst data-based, science-backed press release.

Created using data from years of in-depth market research and a comprehensive analysis of successful
press releases, the press rele formulated to capture readers’ attention and break
through the noise, by:

● Starting with a compelling headline
● Breaking up text into short paragraphs and using bullets
● Using eye-catching visuals and multimedia
● Having a prominent, actionable CTA

WATCH THE STORY BEHIND THE RELEASE.

role

“More than 1 in 4 journalists receive over 100 pitches per week, so it’s important to stack the deck in 
your favor if you want to stand out,” said Maggie Lower, Chief Marketin cer at Cision. 
“Compelling, concise storytelling paired with insightful data, quotes and multimedia assets will 
increase your chances of getting noticed and getting coverage.”

The company’s recently released State of the Media Report gives insider insight into what journalists, 
ncers and other members of the media think when it comes to getting pitches and press 

releases. The press release will also ben embers of the media, who will get all of the information 
they need to pursue a story – and be able to tell immediately why and how it is relevant to them.

Learn more about Cision’s press release formula and download our State of the Press Release Report.

About Cision
As a global leader in PR, marketing and social media management technology and intelligence, Cision 
helps brands and organizations to identify, connect and engage with customers and stakeholders to 
drive business results. For more information about Cision's award-winning solutions, including its 
next-gen Cision Communications Cloud®, visit www.cision.com and follow @Cision on Twitter.

Media Contact
Amelia Bedelia
Corporate Communications Manager
Amelia.bedelia@cision.com

Disclaimer:  

Good PR pros include 
their company’s name 
at the top, but GREAT 
PR pros include their 
company’s logo. (It’s a 
brand recognition thing. 
You get it.) 

Start with a compelling headline that draws readers in. Get quickly to the who, what and 
why. (Ask yourself, “Would I want to read this? Would my audience?”) Keep in mind…

 ٚ Size matters. Keep headlines brief and shareable. Limit them to 110 characters.

 ٚ Include the most important info
characters, the cutoff area for most search engines and email inboxes. 

 ٚ Be unique (just don’t say it): According to the 2021 State of the Media Report, “unique” is 
one of the most overused words in press releases, along with “best of breed,” “world-class” 
and “unprecedented.”

Make an asset of yourself: 
Press releases perform 
three times better in terms 
of engagement when they 
include multimedia assets 
like videos, photos, charts, 
infographics or social 
media posts. Not only 
that, but 1 in 5 journalists 
explicitly want PR pros to 
do it, according to the 2021 
State of the Media Report.  

Thinking of burying your 
call to action (CTA) at 
the bottom? Rude! Put 

or second paragraph so 

Speaking of CTAs…

 ٚ Dare to be different. 
Avoid the tired and 
unimaginative “click 
here” with your CTA. 
(Sure, you want the 
reader to click, but why 
“here?” Why not there? 

when they click here? 
Is this a trick? What’s 
happening?? Can 
anybody hear me???) 
Lest you send the reader 
into an existential crisis, 
put more description 
and context around 
your CTA. (It’s good for 
SEO, too.)

Mix it up: Time (and 
attention spans) are 
limited these days, so use 
these tactics to hold your 
reader’s attention (and 
keep the SEO gods happy):

 ٚ Limit paragraphs to 
three to four sentences

 ٚ Vary sentence length 
and structure 

 ٚ Use headers to break 
up text

 ٚ Use bullets to list key 
takeaways or points 

Worried that your press 
release is too long or too 
short? We beg you to stop. 
Word count will vary by 
announcement (so you do 
you). What matters is that 
you tell a complete story.

Want to give journalists 
even more of what they 
want (multimedia assets) 
without overshadowing 
the rest of your release? 
Link it!

Don’t end on a 
cliffhanger: Provide 
contact information so 
reporters can follow up. 

Let’s talk numbers:  
Sure, it might not win you 
any friends at a cocktail 
party, but according 
to 68% of journalists, 
discussing original 
research and data make 
for a killer press release.

If there’s one thing 
journalists love, it’s a 
good quote. (Seriously, 
they can’t get enough 
of them. You start them 
on the subject of a good 
quote, and you’ll never 
hear the end of it!) Include 
a quote from a subject 
matter expert or thought 
leader to give your 
release more credibility, 
humanize your message 
and help reporters. 

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
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5 Habits of Highly Effective Product  
Pitching Pros
Putting together a great pitch is important, but what you do next matters just as 
much. In this section, we outline common practices of savvy PR pros that win the 
favor of journalists and increase the chances of getting covered.

They do their homework. According to Cision’s 2021 State of the Media report, 
when asked what PR pros could do to help them, 61% of journalists said, 
“Understand my target audience and what they find relevant.” Smart PR pros 
know that nothing irks journalists more than getting pitched for products that 
would have no relevance to their audience. Before reaching out to journalists 
with their pitch, the most successful PR pros do the necessary research to 
learn more about them, their beats, the types of products they cover and their 
audiences.

They stay in the know. Journalists are looking for stories that speak to what’s 
happening in the world right now, so good PR pros use news alerts, monitoring 
software and social listening tools to stay ahead of news and emerging trends 
— and ensure the products they pitch are catering to a need that’s timely. 

They have good timing. Good PR pros read Cision’s State of the Media report 
(hehe), so they know that the majority (60%) of journalists prefer receiving 
pitches on Mondays, while Tuesday is also good for 43%. A significant number 
of journalists, however, prefer pitches on Friday (28%) or over the weekend, 
likely for weekend coverage or to plan for the week ahead.

They plan ahead. Good PR pros let journalists in on the stories they plan to 
pitch in advance. This helps journalists anticipate what’s coming, plan ahead 
and better manage their already-packed schedules (and stress levels).

They think like journalists. Understanding that journalists are under tight 
deadlines and don’t always have time to chase down critical details, good PR 
people try to provide all the information and assets journalists may need up 
front – from multimedia elements like photos and videos to unique data and 
expert analysis, to user testimonials. Not only does this tactic save time on 
any back and forth, it also gives journalists needed context and color for their 
stories.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Product Pitching Faux Pas to Avoid
Now that we’ve established some of the best practices for pitching products, let’s 
take a look at some of the not-so-great practices. Based on findings from the 2021 
State of the Media Report, certain tactics (however well-intentioned) can quickly land 
PR pros on journalists’ “block/don’t call” list. PR pros who want to stay on journalists’ 
good sides (and in their inboxes) would be well-advised to avoid the following:

 ● Pitching to any and every reporter out 
there. The overwhelming majority of 
journalists (73%) won’t hesitate to block a 
PR pro who “spams” them with irrelevant 
pitches. The solution? Do your homework. 
Google the journalists you plan to reach 
out to in order to learn about them, their 
beats and their audiences. Too time-
consuming? Try using a database like 
Cision Connect, where you can quickly 
identify the right reporters and influencers 
for your ideal audiences.

 ● “Just checking in!” one too many times. 
While journalists’ preferences over how 
quickly a PR person should follow up vary 
widely (many want two days or longer to 
look over a pitch, while others never want 
follow up), most agree that following up 
repeatedly is the WORST. Tread carefully, or 
you could easily end up on their “blocked” 
list.

 ● Providing information that is suspect. 
More than half of journalists agree that 
providing inaccurate or unsourced 
information is an unforgiveable offense. 
Make sure you fact check every claim you 
make in your pitch, and have credible 
sources to back it up.

 ● Confusing a product pitch with a sales 
pitch. If your pitches read more like “As 
Seen on TV” scripts than an actual human 
being, 1 in 2 journalists aren’t going to buy 
what you’re selling – or give you another 
chance to do so. While you’re at it, avoid 
tired buzzwords, such as “best of breed,” 
“world-class,” “unprecedented,” “unique” 
and “cutting-ege.” These terms topped 
journalists’ list for the most overused press 
release words. 

 ● Gaslighting (or simply disappearing). If 
you dodge inquiries or aren’t transparent, 
you risk damaging your trustworthiness as 
a source and cause reporters to ghost you 
later on.

 ● Not respecting journalists’ time. Most 
journalists today are under tight deadlines 
and need to work at lightning speed. 
If you aren’t there to respond to them 
within their deadlines, 3 in 10 reporters are 
unlikely to work with you again.

 ● Flaking. With the vast majority of reporters 
juggling multiple beats, they need a PR 
partner they can count on – that means 
someone who doesn’t cancel at the last 
minute or break an embargo. For 1 in 4 
reporters, that’s enough to say “buh-bye!”

https://www.cision.com/products/database/
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Product Pitch Checklist
Before you hit “send” on that email, ask yourself 
the following questions.

Did you personalize the pitch to the journalist you’re 
reaching out to? And did you double-check that you got 
their name correct? Think about it: If someone called you 
by the wrong name, would you be jumping at the chance 
to do them a favor? 

Is your subject line clear and concise? Remember: It should 
be catchy, not click-bait.

Did you provide context for how your product solves a 
problem or meets a need?

Did you include a photo or video of the product? Did you 
offer a demo? 

Did you include relevant links to the product page, a press 
kit, etc.? Links enable you to provide more context without 
adding more content.

Did you include a quote from a user, expert, company 
executive or thought leader? An endorsement is like saying, 
“See? This person loves the product. You’d be an idiot not to 
love it, too!” (but nicer). 

Did you proofread the pitch? Don’t just look for typos; 
eliminate any buzzwords, hyperbolic language or clichés. 
(Clichés are as useless as the day is long.) 

Did you include contact information for easy follow up? And 
did you make yourself available for a follow-up? Remember: 
If you promise something, you should always be ready to 
deliver.

CHECK

CHECK

CHECK

CHECK

CHECK

CHECK

CHECK

CHECK
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A Word on PR Stunts: Do They Really Work?
“Do PR stunts actually work?” In effort to get a definitive answer to this age-old 
question, once and for all, we asked journalists to recall the most memorable PR 
pitches they’ve ever received – and tell us if they actually worked. While some 
journalists found the lengths to which some PR pros will go to get their attention 
amusing, others were less enthusiastic.

What worked:

“Sent a martini bar cart and bartender 
to my house accompanied with a 
Greek musician playing music live. Yes, 
it worked.”

“Sent amusing (and relatively 
inexpensive) toy to the office, which 
expressed an aspect of the story. Made 
us laugh, and we did the story.” 

“Was asked to attend a Blackhawks 
Hockey game in the [company's] suite 
to cover the airline and one of their 
West Coast mountain destinations. 
Such a unique way to get to learn 
about the brands and have fun doing 
it!”

“A new flavored gourmet popcorn 
company sent a box of every flavor in 
a full-size sample bag. Everyone in the 
office got to try it and loved it, and it 
got multiple facets of coverage.”

“[A TV production company] sent a 
dinner on the night of its [new show's] 
virtual press event. It was uncommonly 
elaborate and not 100 percent 
necessary, but it worked.”

“[A rum company] sent a bottle and some 
swag seeking a review. Yes, how can you 
not review free rum?”

👍

👍

👍

👍

👍
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What didn’t:

“Showed up at the newsroom to 
perform a song-and-dance routine for 
me and the reporters around me. No, it 
didn’t work to get anything published 
for them, but it was funny.”

“I was sent two bottles of water, one 
polluted and the other cleaned with 
a chemical, but the bottles leaked, 
so when I opened the package, I got 
gunky water all over my desk. Bad 
stunt. No story.”

“Came to the office with a live animal 
that was representative of that region. 
Didn’t tell me they were coming. 
Security was not amused. Neither was I. 
Did not work.”

“We don’t get many like this from pr 
people around here, but I think sending 
us a giant king cake from New Orleans 
to get us to write about Mardi Gras 
when we were in Pennsylvania was 
pretty darn odd.”

👎
👎

👎
👎

The verdict? 
If you want to be remembered, pulling a stunt is the way to go. If you want to be 
remembered (and covered) favorably, the answer is less clear. 
 
What is clear is the common denominator among all the PR stunts that worked: relevance. 
While many PR pros can appreciate the attempt to get attention, ultimately, the best PR 

“gimmick” is truly understanding the reporter’s audience and catering the pitch accordingly. 

“Stunts do not appeal to me. Relevant pitches that show an understanding of our audience do.”

“We’re pretty skeptical of stunts/unusual pitches at my outlet — a straightforward breakdown 
of the product/brand is much more preferred and likely to get coverage!”

“I usually just want pitches to be genuine. Phony over-the-top pitches just to grab attention 
don’t appeal to us. Tell me why my audience should care about your event/product/etc.”  



ABOUT CISION

As a global leader in PR, marketing and social media 
management technology and intelligence, Cision helps 
brands and organizations to identify, connect and engage 
with customers and stakeholders to drive business results. PR 
Newswire, a network of over 1.1 billion influencers, in-depth 
monitoring, analytics and its Brandwatch and Falcon.io social 
media platforms headline a premier suite of solutions. Cision has 
offices in 24 countries throughout the Americas, EMEA and APAC. 
For more information about Cision's award-winning solutions, 
including its next-gen Cision Communications Cloud®, 
visit www.cision.com and follow @Cision on Twitter.

Copyright © 2021 Cision Ltd. All Rights Reserved
130 E Randolph St. 7th Floor Chicago, IL 60601, USA | 866.639.5087

Conclusion
If you take nothing else away from this e-book, let it be this: The easier you make 
it for journalists to cover your product, the more likely they are to do so – but 
it also has to be appropriate for their audiences. Try also to remember that 
journalists are relying as much on you as you are on them – after all, you help 
introduce them to products that surprise, delight and enrich their audiences’ lives 
in some way. Finally, don’t be discouraged if your pitch doesn’t get picked up. 
Some of the most effective pitches don’t lead to immediate coverage, but do lead 
to relationships with journalists that pay off down the line. Now take what you’ve 
learned here and start crafting your next, fantastic product pitch.

https://www.cision.com



